The Pathway to Transformational Relationships and Financial Resilience
STAGE I

/ TRANSACTION

Many civil society organizations (CSOs) fighting for change,
rights and justice struggle to finance and sustain their work.





Apply for grants,
mostly for
activities

Fail to
negotiate
grant terms


Lack financial
reserves or
investment in
organizational
infrastructure to
enable stability,
growth and
sustainability

CSOs have
reactive
relationships
with investors.
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STAGE II

01

02


Investors view
their role primarily
as supporter of
projects and
programs. CSOs
struggle to stay
mission driven and
have the impact
they seek.
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/ TRANSITION

CSOs broaden their impact by
diversifying and managing risk.

Spring Forward
catalyzes change.

“Only when both wheels are inflated, the frame is sturdy, and the
bicycle is moving in the right direction — toward the mission — can the
organization reach momentum, adjust course when needed, and realize
powerful and ambitious goals.”





An organization is like a
bicycle. The front wheel
is its big goals and
programs. The frame is its
systems and people. The
back wheel is its financing.
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CSOs diversify their
financing options.
Capital assets like
land, building or
endowment
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Individual giving
programs,
crowdsourcing

Corporate
engagement
strategies

Sales of products
and services,
development of
social enterprise
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Relationships with investors evolve as CSOs proactively approach them with more
sustainable ways to finance their mission level work. CSOs and investors collaborate to
negotiate more flexible financing terms.
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STAGE III
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Financing the mission becomes the mission.
CSOs have mission
level, transformative
relationships with
investors.
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/ TRANSFORMATION

How CSOs
generate revenue
becomes integral
to their goals.





Arid Land Information
Network (ALIN) in
Kenya, through its social
enterprise, Sokopepe
Limited, strengthens
farming practices through
record keeping and
marketing, leading to an
increase in farmers’ income
enabling farmers to pay
Sokopepe for its services.

Manas Foundation
collaborates with the New
Delhi municipal government
and a corporation to train
nearly 200,000 autorickshaw and taxi drivers
in preventing sexual
harassment and violence
against women. They are
learning together, planning
for further scale and impact.

Hivos Impact Investments
and its Mideast Creatives program
supports youth in building social
enterprises in the areas of design,
music, arts and gaming, through
training and access to capital from
institutions, individual and crowdfunding. The goal is to promote
disruptive ideas that challenge the
status quo and introduce sustainable
change in the Middle East.

Real transformation happens when CSOs and investors come together
around shared purpose and figure out how to best move money and
power towards change, rights and justice. Investors perceive financial
resilience of CSOs and movements as a key responsibility.
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CSO - investor relationships
evolve around shared purpose
and mutual sharing of
resources, ideas and networks.

CSOs are more
financially healthy
and resilient...


…and see their
influence and
impact growing.

springstrategies.org/forward

